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 Executive summary

Introducing UX
Chances are, if you’re reading this, you already know a little about UX. Perhaps, quite 
a lot. For some of us, UX immediately summons up a vision of a digital shop window, 
its front-end, the wireframe, the design. But, for clarity, and to any readers new to the 
term, we define UX, or user experience, as how someone feels about a product with 
a digital interface, according to their experience of its utility, usability and uniqueness. 
We’d argue that how attractive it is plays a part too. When you’re using an app, a website, 
or a product accessed through a digital source, you’ll have a sense of whether you like it 
or not, and whether it’s any good. Our job at UX Connections is to design these, ensuring 
that your users love what we’ve built. 

UX Connections 
The story of UX 2020

Unprecedented times
 
In technological terms, UX is a relatively new 
concept, but it has quickly become crucial to 
the design and usability of any product or tool 
accessed on a smartphone, computer, tablet, 
or any other digital device. In 2020, the need 
for engaging and functional UX has never 
been so great. As the Covid-19 pandemic has 
forced businesses to be aware of, and deliver, 
strong digital representation and as more and 
more businesses rely on a remote-workforce, 
having well-designed interfaces is now an 
essential key to success. 

Winners and losers
 
Whereas some businesses have performed 
well during the pandemic, shaping their user 
experience to best meet the needs and 
behaviours of customers, others have failed 
to deliver. This report ranks the best UXs in 
2020, as identified and selected by expert 
researchers at UX Connections, based on 
their influence and impact, creativity and 
appeal, utility and originality. There are 
newcomers as well as stalwarts in the  
fields of fintech, social media and leisure. 
We identify the winners and losers in the 
UX sphere this year. Which up-and-coming 
players in the field of UX have made their 
mark – and who are notable by their absence? 

Our methodology
 
UX Connections’ research team has selected 
high-ranking and best-selling products from 
across the web and app stores, peer-reviewing 
their choices amongst employees across 
a range of sectors including technology, 
marketing and advertising, finance, healthcare, 
travel and automotive. The selected products 
have been analysed to assess their influence 
and impact, creativity and appeal, usability 
and utility, originality and global reach.

By scoring each facet of the criteria, our team 
was able to select the products offering the 
best UX available, across multiple sectors, 
both used by, and targeted at, a variety  
of demographics.
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“  In 2020, the need for engaging and functional 
UX has never been so great. As the Covid-19 
pandemic has forced businesses to be aware of, 
and deliver, strong digital representation and 
as more and more businesses rely on a  
remote-workforce, having well-designed 
interfaces is now an essential key to success.”

“ We won’t be the first to point out that 
2020 has been a year like no other. 
Never before has so much of the 
globe seen itself ‘locked down,’ with 
governments forcing separations 
between friends and family and 
whole work teams kept apart 
necessarily. Many businesses have 
therefore had to pivot to navigate 
these extraordinary times.

“ However, from a digital perspective, perhaps this has 
happened at the right time. Even as little as five years ago, 
we would have been unable to communicate as effortlessly 
as we have in 2020, keeping channels of communication 
open and flowing between businesses, families and friends. 
Less than a generation ago, we would not have been able 
to ‘meet’ or chat virtually with the ease with which we’ve 
been able to this year.

“ Good UX has been key to some great business, and 
personal, success stories, and, while we can’t attribute 
UX as a contributor to every triumph, its impact has certainly 
helped us navigate the new normal. I hope you enjoy reading 
our take on the best of UX, 2020.” 

Chris Sainsbury  
Founder and 
Managing Director
UX Connections
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TOP 10
UX OF 2020

UX has changed the dynamics about how we engage with 

traditional brands – and this year has been ‘make or break’ 

for businesses performing online. Here, we assess the best 

User Experiences of 2020, with commentary from our experts 

at UX Connections. 

The Animal Crossing concept impressed our users 
with its influence and impact, creativity and appeal. 
As Digital Art Director Simon Richardson told us,  
“it got us, and in particular my eleven-year-old 
daughter, through lockdown!” 

Nintendo Switch social simulation 

game Animal Crossing has seen 

several new launches and additions 

to its original format since its launch, 

with Animal Crossing: New Horizons 

launched earlier in 2020. 

10  Animal Crossing
Developer: Nintendo
Launched: March 2020
Country of origin: Japan

Estimated users: 29 million
Sector: Gaming
Main age of users: 3-40

Conceived in Estonia, and in use across much of the globe, 
Bolt is particularly active across much of Eastern Europe and 
in sixty cities in seven countries in Africa. We have scored Bolt 
highly, above its competitor, Uber, for its ease of use, alongside 
its modern look and feel. 

This was particularly appreciated during the hours where and when exercise was one  
of the few reasons members of the public were permitted to leave their homes in the 
initial stages of the UK lockdown. Though it’s not a creative game-changer, Strava is, 
however, brilliantly easy to use, recording progress and encouraging a valuable sense  
of community alongside a healthy dose of competition. When sport was, effectively, 
cancelled, Strava helped us to make up for its loss by challenging ourselves. 

Innovative in the transport space, Bolt not only 

offers vehicles for hire, but also services such  

as food delivery and micromobility. 

Strava, the exercise app, which encourages users to connect  

with others running, cycling, or meeting their weekly fitness goals, 

allows users to give and receive ‘kudos’ for smashing either 

personal or community-set records or breaking new ground. 

9  Bolt

8  Strava 

Developer: Bolt
Launched: August 2013
Country of origin: Estonia

Developer: Strava
Launched: 2009
Country of origin: USA

Estimated users: 30 million
Sector: Transport
Main age of users: 18-60

Estimated users: 70 million
Sector: Leisure
Main age of users: 20-65

Chris Sainsbury  
Founder and 
Managing Director

“ Strava is a fantastically easy way to keep track 
of athletes’ running, swimming and cycling activities, 
logging pace and distances achieved, but, for data 
fiends, the app really comes into its own with the 
upgraded package. Enhanced features mean users 
can plan routes, compare past achievements and 
compete alongside others with virtual leader-boards, 
all of which are clearly laid out and signposted.”

Genalda Silva  
UX Consultant 

“ Bolt really came in as a handy app 
this year, mainly because of its 
competitive pricing. Overall, the 
app experience is quite positive 
and friendly. The set-up is easy, 
the pick-up times are acceptable 
and the drivers usually had no 
issue locating me.”

Hayley Charlton   
UX Consultant 

“ It’s the perfect game to play when you want to just get away from reality. 
The game offers so much in creativity and personalisation to allow you to 
adapt ‘your island’ and characters in whichever way you like. It’s also a game 
for everyone. Anyone can learn to play it and as the story unfolds you learn 
new tactics and ways of interacting. The social element is also really fun as 
you can visit friends, rate their islands and complete activities together.”
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Revolutionising payments through its flexibility, and 
offering increased purchasing power to the user, we like its 
simplified UX, enabling smooth online payments while 
allowing users to have a greater sense of ownership of their 
online shopping; particularly useful during a year when we 
have been largely unable to shop in person. 

The world of technology has made strides in the arena too, and there is even 
a new sub-genre in the tech space: that of ‘mindful tech.’ Use of the world’s most 
popular mental wellness apps surged this year1, with an additional 2 million 
downloads in April 2020 compared to January. Of the top three – Calm,  
Headspace and Meditopia – we ranked Headspace’s UX most highly.
  
Of the three, Headspace is the only one signposted by the NHS to their staff2 
to support their mental health and wellbeing. The app is intuitive and easy to use, 
integrating itself seamlessly into users’ lives. We were especially impressed with 
its creativity and utility. 

Now in operation around the world, so too have Revolut’s 
services expanded, encompassing trading in stocks, 
cryptocurrencies, and insurance for both personal and 
business accounts. We have scored Revolut highly for its 
intuitive design, even going so far as to say it makes 
organising your finances fun. 

We have been impressed with the service’s search tools and the ability to 
explore collection-specific sections of the Disney ‘vault.’ Unique, too, is the 
option to cue up, or share movies by watching with friends remotely. With 
advertising spend high in the business’s route to market, there was no hope 
of missing this entry from our radar, but its UX secured a place on our list.  

Swedish fintech Klarna scored highly  

on influence, impact and originality.

There’s no doubt that this year has taken a huge toll on our 

mental health, with more and more of us finding comfort 

in mindfulness and meditation as coping strategies. 

Launched in 2015 in the UK, Revolut is 

a homegrown fintech app which, at first, 

offered a money transfer and exchange service.  

Following hot on the heels of Netflix and Amazon’s own video 

streaming services, Disney+ was rolled out just in time to 

provide locked-down children (and adults) with new material.  

7  Klarna 5  Headspace

6  Revolut 4  Disney+ 

Developer: Klarna
Launched: April 2005
Country of origin: Sweden

Developer: Headspace
Launched: January 2012
Country of origin: USA

Developer: Revolut
Launched: July 2015
Country of origin: UK

Developer: Disney
Launched: November 2019
Country of origin: USA

Estimated users: 90 million
Sector: Fintech
Main age of users: 18-22

Estimated users: 40 million
Sector: Health and Wellness
Main age of users: All ages

Estimated users: 12 million
Sector: Fintech
Main age of users: 20-39 

Estimated users: 73 million
Sector: Leisure
Main age of users: 20-54

1 Source: techcrunch.com/2020/05/28/meditation-and-mindfulness-apps-continue-their-surge-amid-pandemic/?guccounter=1 
2 Source: nhsemployers.org/news/2020/03/free-access-to-wellbeing-apps-for-all-nhs-staff 

Liza Arvidsson 
UX Consultant
Gothenburg office

Rebecca Scott 
UX Consultant 

Rebecca Scott 
UX Consultant 

Mae Foster  
UX Consultant 

“ Klarna has significantly improved 
online shopping – no more 
searching for my cards, trying 
to remember the CVV… just one 
click and done. The app also 
summarises all my transactions, 
providing an easy overview of 
my purchases.” 

“ I find the UX really enjoyable and 
fun to use. You can even attach 
GIFs when you transfer people 
money. It also has so much 
functionality and really useful 
features like ‘saving vaults’ and 
the capability to invest in gold.”

“  I love the design, particularly the illustrated 
videos and step-by-step learning 
processes. I also think the app really helps 
users to form good habits through 
notifications and information on progress.”

“ For an adult who is still obsessed with their 
childhood movies and being able to watch old 
Disney TV series which they never thought they 
would see again. Disney+ combines nostalgia with 
its modern product, making it accessible whether 
you are 30 or 3. It’s also very easy to use, and all 
sections are well divided by originals, movies and 
TV series. The flow is very similar to Netflix in that 
films are categorised automatically by Disney+ for 
users to scroll through (for example) the genres, 
which are individually recommended.”

http://www.techcrunch.com/2020/05/28/meditation-and-mindfulness-apps-continue-their-surge-amid-pandemic/?guccounter=1
http://www.nhsemployers.org/news/2020/03/free-access-to-wellbeing-apps-for-all-nhs-staff
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1

China

Social

Country 
of origin

Industry 
and audience

Influence 
and impact

Creativity 
and appeal

Utility

Originality

Very high

High

High

High

4

USA

Leisure

Country 
of origin

Industry 
and audience

Influence 
and impact

Creativity 
and appeal

Utility

Originality

High

High

High

Low

2

UK

Transport

Country 
of origin

Industry 
and audience

Influence 
and impact

Creativity 
and appeal

Utility

Originality

Very high

High

High

Medium

6

UK

Fintech

Country 
of origin

Industry 
and audience

Influence 
and impact

Creativity 
and appeal

Utility

Originality

Medium high

High

High

High

7

Sweden

Fintech

Country 
of origin

Industry 
and audience

Influence 
and impact

Creativity 
and appeal

Utility

Originality

High

Medium

Medium

High

8

USA

Leisure

Country 
of origin

Industry 
and audience

Influence 
and impact

Creativity 
and appeal

Utility

Originality

Medium high

Medium

High

Medium

9

Estonia

Transport

Country 
of origin

Industry 
and audience

Influence 
and impact

Creativity 
and appeal

Utility

Originality

High

Medium 

High

Low

10

Japan

Gaming

Country 
of origin

Industry 
and audience

Influence 
and impact

Creativity 
and appeal

Utility

Originality

High

High

Medium

Medium high

3

USA

Social

Country 
of origin

Industry 
and audience

Influence 
and impact

Creativity 
and appeal

Utility

Originality

Very high

Medium

Very high

Low

5

UK

Health and 
wellness

Country 
of origin

Industry 
and audience

Influence 
and impact

Creativity 
and appeal

Utility

Originality

Medium

High

Medium high

Medium

Candidates for our Top 10 UX products of the year were analysed to assess their influence and 
impact, creativity and appeal, usability and utility, originality and global reach, with each of these 
elements awarded a score, ranking them from low to very high. 
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1  TikTok Developer: ByteDance
Launched: September 2016
Country of origin: China

Estimated users: 80 million
Sector: Social 
Main age of users: 13-16

The app’s ease of use has seen its popularity 
catapulted across a huge variety of genres in 
2020. Users such as Sarah Cooper, who used 
TikTok for her satirical lip-synchs of pearls 
of wisdom proffered by Donald Trump, have 
seen their popularity soar thanks to the app. 
The clip of Sarah lip-synching words spoken 
by Trump, featuring her quizzically holding, 
and considering, cleaning products7, has been 
viewed 23 million times8. But the app is perhaps 
better known for the dance trends it has kicked 
off, from the ‘renegade,’ ‘get loose,’ to moves 
inspired by The Weeknd’s ‘Blinding Lights.’

Much beloved by a teen and millennial 
audience, TikTok is not only reserved for the 
young – the young at heart have had a piece 
of the action too. 

Staff at the Teal Beck House care home in 
Otley, Yorkshire, began a run of ‘TikTok Friday’ 
videos9 to elevate spirits and offer the families 
of residents reassurance that, in spite of their 
enforced separation, their loved ones were 
doing their best to stay engaged and happy.
 
TikTok’s widespread usage, credited with 
trend-setting status, alongside its profile 
layouts in the mould of social media apps like 
Instagram, pushed the app towards the pinnacle 
of our Top Ten UX list. However, its social 
element, which has been all important during 
a year which has seen us separated, for weeks 
and months at a time, from our families and 
friends, ensured its place at the top. 

TikTok throws away the typical UX and app design rule book.  

Described by Wired as a ‘brilliant design nightmare6,’ its autoplay  

videos and endless list of visual material do not point the user to their 

friends and contacts, nor a menu. Its algorithm does, however, tailor 

content to its user (without their having to input information) and provides 

an endlessly entertaining source of weird and wonderful visual media.

“ Highly addictive app! It’s so enjoyable  
to use as it automatically provides 
a video when you first open the app. 
After the video is finished, it plays again. 
I like how you can watch it again and 
again or click the like button, or share it, 
or keep swiping up to watch more 
videos effortlessly.”

“ For those who love to create content, 
TikTok makes the process exciting 
and intuitive with their quickly growing 
library of video and sound filters. These 
filters help creators push their creativity 
and this is seen every week with viral 
new trends and challenges. For those 
who like to browse – an ecosystem 
of communities and clever algorithms 
create a personalised feed with the  
type of content they love, whether 
that is comedy, politics, or dancing.”

Zohrane Dyer 
UX Consultant

Ali Hamra  
UX Consultant

6 Source: wired.co.uk/article/tiktok-snapchat-app-design
7 Source: twitter.com/sarahcpr/status/1253474772702429189?lang=en
8 Source: ft.com/content/2b1c4795-a7cf-4e57-98d5-f63cf5bbb080 
9 Source: expressandstar.com/news/uk-news/2020/10/20/residents-tiktok-videos-bring-fun-and-laughter-to-care-home

As co-workers have had to work from home, and families have been kept apart for 
long periods, the instant connectivity of feeling – at least in part – as if you are in the 
same room as members of your work family, or actual family, has been invaluable.
 
Though other contenders, like Microsoft Teams, Skype, and Facetime have seen 
huge rates of use in 2020, Zoom, with its (now much-replicated) gallery view, 
breakout-rooms, optional screen-sharing, the ability to edit each username to best 
fit each call and video conference, and built-in ‘landscaping’ options, enabling users 
to position themselves in front of a variety of backdrops, as well as the bandwidth 
to cope with extraordinary demand, has won out in a competitive market. 

Though, from a business perspective, Deliveroo has not seen the success4 it might 
otherwise have anticipated in 2020, the app did see a surge in activity in the UK in the 
early stages of lockdown in March, and has maintained strong levels of usage during 
lockdown spikes, particularly in the UAE, and in the UK5. The accessibility and utility of 
Deliveroo, which operates across twelve markets in Europe, Asia, and Australia, made it 
our winner in this space, with its UX beating its rivals in the food delivery market. 

Zoom has been ubiquitous in almost every facet of 

‘lockdown life,’ from virtual-quizzes between families  

and friends, to shared ‘work drinks’ with colleagues. 

Food delivery services like Deliveroo, Uber Eats and Just Eat 

played an important part in maintaining morale and helping us to 

stay fed once we were, for the most part of the day (aside from our 

apportioned daily exercise), confined to our homes. For others, 

they were a lifeline when access to grocery shops was not an option.

3  Zoom

2  Deliveroo

3  Source 2018: businessofapps.com/data/deliveroo-statistics/#:~:text=Most%2Dpopular%20food%20delivery%20services%20in%20the%20
UK%2FUS&text=These%20show%20just%20under%2045%2C000,with%2051%2C000%20Uber%20Eats%20customers

4 Source: wired.co.uk/article/deliveroo-coronavirus-amazon         5 Source: similarweb.com/website/deliveroo.ae/#overview

Developer: Zoom
Launched: January 2013
Country of origin: USA

Developer: Deliveroo
Launched: February 2013
Country of origin: UK

Estimated users: 300 million
Sector: Social
Main age of users: All ages

Estimated users: 6 million3

Sector: Transport
Main age of users: 20-39 

Chris Sainsbury  
Founder and 
Managing Director

Genalda Silva  
UX Consultant 

“ ‘Zoom’ became shorthand for any form of 
video conference this year. It is the service’s 
gallery function, enabling users to see 
everyone on their video call, which sets it 
apart from all others. This, in particular, has 
been much copied by others in the field – 
but I don’t think that it’s yet been bettered.”

“ Not being able to go to restaurants this year definitely 
made me use takeaway apps more. Deliveroo is my favourite 
because it makes it easier to discover new restaurants, 
not only by showing the nearest ones in the landing page but 
by also having some categories listing offers or suggestions 
in carousels. Any errors are quickly compensated.”

http://www.wired.co.uk/article/tiktok-snapchat-app-design
http://www.twitter.com/sarahcpr/status/1253474772702429189?lang=en
http://www.ft.com/content/2b1c4795-a7cf-4e57-98d5-f63cf5bbb080
http://www.expressandstar.com/news/uk-news/2020/10/20/residents-tiktok-videos-bring-fun-and-laughter-to-care-home
http://www.businessofapps.com/data/deliveroo-statistics/#:~:text=Most%2Dpopular%20food%20delivery%20services%20in%20the%20UK%2FUS&text=These%20show%20just%20under%2045%2C000,with%2051%2C000%20Uber%20Eats%20customers
http://www.businessofapps.com/data/deliveroo-statistics/#:~:text=Most%2Dpopular%20food%20delivery%20services%20in%20the%20UK%2FUS&text=These%20show%20just%20under%2045%2C000,with%2051%2C000%20Uber%20Eats%20customers
http://www.wired.co.uk/article/deliveroo-coronavirus-amazon
http://www.similarweb.com/website/deliveroo.ae/#overview
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Demographics

Designing neat, useful and attractive UX for specific demographics 
comes with its own challenges. Whether a product is targeted at older 
users, children, Millennials, or Gen X, a product’s UX will need to adopt 
subtle variations in design. 

While our report has taken account of examples of UX directed towards 
a variety of age demographics, and we admire apps like Saga, our top 
ten lean towards those used by consumers in the middle of the user 
‘age spectrum,’ with no one extreme dominating. 

It’s also fair to say that our choices reflect, in the main, products used 
for leisure and pleasure. That’s not to say that business doesn’t get 
a look in; but it’s not where we’ve seen the very best examples of UX. 

Connecting

An element of connectivity and remaining social, almost in defiance 
of being confined to our homes, has been a clear thread running 
through the UX success stories of 2020. Indeed, any app which has 
stimulated connectivity between users has been in with more than a 
fighting chance of winning out this year. While so many of us reverted 
to quizzes and ‘socials’ over Zoom, younger users preferred Houseparty. 
Its anarchic approach injected some much-needed fun back into an 
era of solemnity, at a time when parties were, effectively banned. 

Meanwhile, for those who might have been exercising alone, and 
particularly for anyone missing their runs or cycles with friends at the 
start of lockdown, Strava provided a community element that might 
otherwise have been lacking, especially for those missing exercise 
classes, running clubs and the gym. The app helped to reconnect 
friends through exercise. 

Location

In the UK, the NHS Covid-19 test and trace app’s use of QR codes 
marks its UX out as innovative; albeit far from perfect. It enables users 
to check into venues and scan QR codes, thus providing the NHS with 
details of a location’s visitors. The ability to scan the codes quickly 
makes the app easy to use, while delivering crucial information to  
the NHS. Though the app’s efficacy has been in some doubt, it does, 
however, tick many UX boxes, namely, ease of use and ability for users 
to view their local ‘threat’ level.

Other nations have taken different approaches to Covid-19 contact 
tracing, and Singapore’s Bluetooth contact-tracing tokens, TraceTogether, 
are being issued to citizens as young as seven years old for them to 
use compulsorily. 

Contact-tracing apps are not alone in delivering information based on  
a user’s location, of course, a feature long since in use by taxi hailing 
apps such as Uber. However, when so much of 2020 has been defined 
by a pandemic, the development and use of contact-tracing apps seem 
likely to become one of the year’s subplots; taxis, with associated 
legislation around how their passengers must wear face-coverings, 
are more likely to be relegated to a foot-note. 

Trends

For every name in our top ten, there was an ‘also ran’ and it would be 
remiss not to mention some great UXs which very nearly made the 
grade. Here are the names which just slipped through our Top Ten net.

As we surveyed our favourite UX products of the year,  
a few distinct trends emerged for the UX Connections team. 

Honourable mention

We’d also like to give an honourable mention to WhatsApp. 
With two billion active monthly users10, WhatsApp is, without 
a doubt, the most popular messaging app in the world. 
While Facebook Messenger remains strong in the USA, 
and WeChat continues to dominate this space in China11, 
WhatsApp has become a giant in an arena which had its 
roots in, but now seems a far cry from, the text messages 
we once grew reliant upon. 

Its ease of use for messaging and video calls have made it 
a winner in 2020. But it’s the group-chats which many have 
found most helpful, connecting groups of family or friends. 

“ Our ‘Splendid Isolation’ WhatsApp 
group was put together for the use of a 
group of local friends who were missing 
regular catch-ups at the school gates, 
at the pub, or on the sports fields with 
our children. We exchanged playlists, 
tips on entertaining our kids, emoji 
quizzes and jokes, and used the group 
to coordinate regular virtual Saturday 
night get-togethers. The group was  
a real lifeline for us, and our morale.”

Gareth Thomas, Managing Director, TrackBack  

1 Facebook, Instagram

Just Eat, Uber Eats

Blue Jeans, Microsoft Teams,  
Google Hangouts, Houseparty

Fortnite, Plants vs Zombies, 
Candy Crush, Minecraft

Netflix, Amazon Prime Video

Calm, Meditopia

Monzo, Starling Bank, Nutmeg

Luna

Nike Running Club, Couch to 5K

Uber, Lyft

5

3

7

9

2

6

4

8

10

10  Source: statista.com/statistics/258749/most-popular-global-mobile-messenger-apps/#:~: 
text=As%20of%20October%202020%2C%20two,popular%20mobile%20social%20apps%20worldwide

11 Source: businessofapps.com/data/whatsapp-statistics/ 

“ Any app which has 
stimulated connectivity 
between users has 
been in with more than 
a fighting chance of 
winning out this year.”

Best of the rest

http://www.statista.com/statistics/258749/most-popular-global-mobile-messenger-apps/#:~:
text=As%20of%20October%202020%2C%20two,popular%20mobile%20social%20apps%20worldwide
http://www.statista.com/statistics/258749/most-popular-global-mobile-messenger-apps/#:~:
text=As%20of%20October%202020%2C%20two,popular%20mobile%20social%20apps%20worldwide
http://www.businessofapps.com/data/whatsapp-statistics/
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Tiers

A trend for tiered-use options has not gone unnoticed, as certain products’ 
UXs encourage a ‘premium’ option by paying a fee to upgrade from the 
entry-level free services. Apps and services such as Zoom and Strava 
deploy this strategy, enabling additional features once fees are paid. 
For Zoom, in particular, this has meant that users, frustrated with calls 
being cut short after long absences between contacts, have reaped 
dividends from its tiered strategy. Daily downloads of Zoom rocketed 
from 56,000 in January 2020 to 2.13 million in March 2020, its stock 
value rising from $68.72 to $146.12 over the same period.

   
TLC for the mind

2020 has given a new lease of life to mindfulness and meditation, as in the 
case of Headspace. A GP we spoke to told us that she actively recommends 
the app, while counsellors she works with asks that all patients complete 
the Silver Cloud course before starting any face to face appointments, 
which, for the most part, and for both professions, have taken place 
remotely this year. Doctors also recommend apps such as Feeling Good 
to support mental health and the websites and services of Macmillan and 
Marie Curie for supporting people with cancer, or being treated palliatively. 

Meanwhile, many of us have also sought relief from the pandemic with 
assistance from the natural world. Taking time away from the reality of 
rapidly evolving world events has proved invaluable for anyone struggling to 
make sense of the pandemic, and calm a troubled mind, with birdwatching 
a case in point. The Cornell Lab of Ornithology in Ithaca, New York, saw 
downloads of its bird-identifying app increase by over 100% over March 
and April 2020, compared to the same time period in 2019. Meanwhile, 
in the UK, Chris Packham’s Self Isolating Bird Club saw half a million 
viewers daily access the Club’s daily live feed. For thousands of us,  
the natural world was the perfect antidote to isolation, and dealing 
with world events over which we had no control. 

“  A GP we spoke to told us that 
she actively recommends 
the Headspace app, while 
counsellors she works with 
asks that all patients complete 
the Silver Cloud course before 
starting any face to face 
appointments, which, for  
the most part, and for both 
professions, have taken place 
remotely this year.”

Conclusion
2020 has been an annus horribilis in more ways 
than one, and yet it has caused, and allowed, certain 
digital products time to shine. Some have positively 
boomed, and many have become indispensable in 
either, or both, the fields of leisure and work. 

We hope you enjoyed our review of the best UX we’ve seen this year, 
and we’re keen to hear your views about what makes and breaks 
new ground in UX, so do let us know what you think of our Top Ten.
  
In keeping our report cross-sector and across geographies, and no 
matter where you are in your UX journey, we hope that we have provided 
some food for thought. Our final words of advice are: stay current, stay 
nimble, and stay on top of your UX. It will be time and money well spent.
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